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I had the pleasure and the privilege of participating in the Tufts Medicine Integrated 

Network’s first innovation workshop. On April 29-30, 2022 we brought members of our 

TMIN North Region Council together to learn the “Innovation 90” framework. The North 

Region has chosen to work on Behavioral health, define the problem and work towards a 

solution. Not a small task by any means. I will take some time to outline the goal, the 

process and the experience.  

 

The Goal 
 

We came into the workshop with a goal of improving behavioral health for our patients and 

providers. Through the process we distilled and strengthened our statement as follows: 

  

“Every adult and child in eastern Massachusetts is impacted in some way by mental health 

and substance abuse disorders, either directly, within their family, or across their 

neighborhood and community. The problem we are solving for is the need to reduce the 

stigma associated with mental health and substance abuse, and the imperative to organize 

the resources that people need to live hopeful lives.” 

 

This statement sets the framework of our “vision/mission” of what we are trying to achieve. 

I would point out that the approach allows the creation of a much more powerful and 

emotional statement. 

 

The Process 
 

I will go a little deeper into the process. A number of members of the group had experience 

with innovation, process improvement, Six Sigma, lean, human learning, etc. These all 

become components of the Innovation 90 process, but not the main drivers. The “Five 

Secrets” outlined for the workshop are design thinking, iterative prototyping, agile 

development, storytelling and overcoming objections.  
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We took our cross section of stake holders, and we ideated on the problem of behavioral 

health. We took on the view from the patient, the provider and the caregiver. The important 

part of this design process is empathizing with each of these individual’s perspectives. This 

allowed us to refine our statement, view the issue from the point of care environment, 

review impact and to start to develop solutions.  

 

Besides the strength of starting with empathy, the second strongest and interesting aspect 

of the process was storytelling. Innovation is about people and processes, not about 

technology. Inanimate technology does not need storytelling but humans do. We learned 

to weave together a narrative story that gave strength and reality to our assessments and 

our innovations. It is hard to imagine, but trust me, we mapped out our prototypes with 

playdoh, pipe cleaners, and some googly eyes. We literally gave visual life to our 

prototypes. 

 

Innovation 90 is also designed to counter the fact that 50% of what you design is wrong, 

and that over half of all projects fail by day 91 if you do not have a working prototype. 

Innovation 90 works around these factors by embedding speed, iteration and empathy into 

the process at every step. In other words, we have not decided on the complete solution 

that we are finishing (for example in this case that would be something like “we will create 

a referral call center so people can access mental health services”), but we are creating a 

problem statement that allows us to continue to work towards options for a solution. The 

more options we create, the better chance we find the best solution. It seems 

counterintuitive, but the more we keep our options open earlier on, the stronger the 

solution we will be able to derive in the end. Next steps for the team include twice weekly 

15-minute sprints on Zoom calls. We have a working environment through smartsheets 

that is the home for the team. We will have a working prototype in 90 days. And we will 

keep everyone posted.  

 

The Experience 
 

I will close by talking about the experience. The Tufts Medicine Integrated Network is trying 

to create a culture of physician ownership and innovation. We are trying to meet the 

Quadruple Aim by solving for our own problems. This workshop is the continuation of that 

cultural shift. It is the first thing we have done under a new name, as the new Network. 

Considering how little prior experience we had together, we quickly came together as a 

team to work on this project. There was no talk of Lowell, Melrose, Highland, only 

conversations of our patients, providers, and caregivers. We were and are in it together as 

a system, to create something that we all want. I cannot think of anything that is more 

exciting and special than being able to watch this process unfold.  
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